TOPIC 1 – MANDANS

Topic Overview
Topic 1 highlights community life in a Mandan village. It includes primary sources that will help you understand the layout and activities of a Mandan neighborhood.

Topic Objectives
• As a result of the study of Topic 1, you will be able to
  o Analyze and interpret primary documents.
  o Explore the design arrangement of a Mandan village.

ND Content Standards
• 8.1.2
• 8.6.2

Common Core Standards
• RH 7
• WHST 2

Topic Activities
• Organizing Data
Organizing Data

To access a photo/document/map, refer to the topic reading assignment or use the SEARCH feature to enter its name or number.

Create a Mind Map using Mandan Village as the center. From your reading, list descriptions of the arrangement of the village, the women’s work, and the men’s work. This is only a sample Mind Map and can be expanded upon to make this more complete for you. In the final box, describe what is meant by the statement, The Nu’eta (Mandan) organized their village life by the seasons. Share your descriptions with a partner, small group, or the entire class.

Explain in detail the following statement: The Nu’eta organized their village life by the seasons.